Climate change is the greatest security threat in this century. It affects state and human security as a multiplier of a range of security threats from conflict exacerbation to migration, water, food and health security. Decisive preventive action is necessary to limit warming at 1.5°C. Beyond this level of global warming we are facing dangerous climate change with catastrophic security consequences. This course is designed to equip participants with both conceptual and practical tools for understanding climate change and its impact on the global, regional and local security environment and devising possible solutions to address this multifaceted challenge.

**Thematic cluster:**
Human Security

**Course dates:**
Customised to your needs

**Course location:**
Customised to your needs

**COURSE BENEFITS**
The participants of this course will gain:
- Deeper understanding of the main challenges posed by climate change and of inter-linkages between climate change and other security threats;
- Increased capacity to respond more effectively to climate change challenges as policy makers and practitioners;
- Enhanced analysis of the strengths and limitations of existing responses and increased ability to articulate more effective alternatives;
- Exchange views among peers and experienced experts and practitioners in a neutral and open environment.

Climate change is the greatest security threat in this century. It affects state and human security as a multiplier of a range of security threats from conflict exacerbation to migration, water, food and health security. Decisive preventive action is necessary to limit warming at 1.5°C. Beyond this level of global warming we are facing dangerous climate change with catastrophic security consequences. This course is designed to equip participants with both conceptual and practical tools for understanding climate change and its impact on the global, regional and local security environment and devising possible solutions to address this multifaceted challenge.

**COURSE FOCUS:**
This course uniquely offers an opportunity to unpack climate change as a security challenge and understand its links with other threats to security on global, regional and local level. Participants will be provided with tools in designing policies aimed at dealing with consequences of, and solutions to, a more extreme climate.
- Analysis of climate change as security challenge and of interlinkages between climate change and other threats to human and state security.
- Review of the existing climate change regime.
- Focus on existing traditional and cutting-edge responses to climate change challenges.
- Strengthening of networks by interaction with global stakeholders and communities, by sharing knowledge among practitioners and researchers to deliver practical, timely and innovative ideas to implement and build more robust and effective practices.
Who should attend
This course target audience are environment and security professionals from public and private sectors.
• civil servants
• diplomats
• military
• private sector representatives
• NGOs
• International organisations
to create cooperation among actors from different sectors and break the silos.

Language requirements
The course will be held in English; no translation will be provided.

Contact
For further details about the course or customised solutions, please contact:
Email: execedu@gcsp.ch
Telephone: +41 (0)22 730 96 00
Web: http://www.gcsp.ch

Alumni Community
Completing the executive course gives you access to a global and expanding network of over 6'500 experts.
Alumni are able to connect online through our Alumni Portal, attend numerous conferences and events, and benefit from reduced rates in future courses.

In the heart of international Geneva
Home to over 35 international organisations, some 380 non-governmental organisations, and more than 175 diplomatic missions, representations and delegations, Geneva is a leading hub for international expertise.

GCSP
The Geneva Centre for Security Policy is an international foundation with 52 member states from across the globe. We bring people from every industry and nation together so they can thrive in today’s ever-changing security landscape.

Course Director
Anna Brach is a Senior Programme Officer for the Emerging Security Challenges Programme, where she leads the Human Security Cluster. She combines an academic background in international relations and European studies with her experience in designing and delivering security policy courses.

Expert Educators
Our educators include the GCSP’s own international team composed of academics and practitioners with broad experience in security policy, diplomacy and/or military affairs, as well as guest speakers who are government officials, military officers, representatives from international institutions and civil society, academics and researchers.

Please visit the course page on the GCSP website for further details on speakers.